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Floral Safari Pillow
A few things before beginning:

Finished Size- 18 x 18”

- Read through all the instructions before you start.
- Patchwork seam allowances are a scant 1/4” unless otherwise noted.
- I used an acrylic ruler set called “Tri Recs” for Block B. You can use this set, or you can also trace the templates
following onto plastic and trace around them. Instructions are provided for both.

Materials Needed:
5 fat quarters or scraps to complete the front panel blocks
1/4 yard of Radiant Menagerie print from Bari J’s Indigo and Aster Line to get the animal portrait of your choice.
1 fat quarter for back of pillow
1 piece of batting measuring 21” square
1 piece of quilters muslin or fabric for backing of front panel (it will not be seen)
Coordinating thread
Rotary Cutter/Cutting Mat
Quilting Ruler
*Optional Tri-Recs Ruler Set
or
Template Plastic and Templates on pg. X
18” Pillow Form

How to Make
A. Cut fabrics for the Pillow:
Choose which fabrics will be used for which areas of the pillow, then cut as followsCenter panel/animal print- cut one 6 1/2” square piece, center an animal portrait in the square
For Block A/Triangular Block UnitsCut one 6 1/2” wide strip from each of two fabrics
		
Subcut the Color B units using the tri recs ruler or use templates traced onto template plastic.
		
- For the center triangle fabric, cut four triangle units (if using the Tri-Ruler, position the 6 1/2” line
		
on the ruler with the edge of the fabric). Cut 4 triangles.
		
- Subcut the units to go on either side of the triangle (Color C) using either the Recs ruler
		
positioned at the 6 1/2” line, or using the provided template. (Note- Fold the fabric strip in half and
		
make the cut through two layers in order to get the mirror images needed for each block.) Cut
		
eight units.
For Block B UnitsColor D- Cut one 4 1/2” strip from the fabric designated for the rectangular area
		
Subcut into 4 1/2” squares. You need 4 squares.
Color E- Cut one 2 1/2” strip from the fabric designated for the two strips on the sides of the rectangle.
		
Subcut these into 4 1/2” strips. Cut 8 strips.
Color F- Cut four 2 1/2” squares from fabric designated for the small square units. Cut 4.
For Back of Pillow- Cut two 18 1/2” x 12” pieces
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B. Make Block A Units

Add the “Recs” units (Color ) to either side of a triangle (Color B), one at a time. First add the right side unit
to the side of a triangle. Press seam allowances toward the side units.

Next, add the left side, the same way. Make 4 of these.

C. Make Block B units

Sew a Color D square to a Color E strip, and sew a Color E strip to a Color F square as shown below. Sew the
two sections together to create a B unit. Make four units.

D. Lay out and sew the pillow front

Following the layout on page 1, layout and sew the pillow front together. Sew the rows together, pressing each row’s
seam allowances in the opposite direction as the one above. Sew the rows together, nesting the seam allowances
together.

E. Sandwich the pillow front and quilt layers.

Sandwich the front panel with backing and batting, quilt the layers together, and trim all four sides to be 18 1/2”
square.

F. Hem the back pillow panels.

Hem both of the back panel layers along one 18 1/2” side. This hemmed side will be positioned towards the middle
of the pillow and the two panels will overlap in the center back, creating the envelope back pillow closure.

G. Finish the pillow.

Stack the layers- pillow front panel and pillow back panels, all right sides together. Stitch around all four sides of the
pillow. Trim corners and turn right side out. Insert pillow form.
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Floral Safari Triangle Template

Floral Safari Unit A Side Template

